
 
 

What this article is about 

Problem gambling and gambling disorder (PGGD) 
refer to gambling that causes significant financial, 
mental, and interpersonal problems. Gambling 
disorder is an addictive disorder. Problem gambling is 
a less severe form of gambling disorder. Many people 
who struggle with PGGD do not seek treatment. If 
they do seek treatment, most people are likely to 
drop out of face-to-face treatment. As a result, 
researchers and clinicians have turned to internet-
based treatments to help people with PGGD.  

Internet-based treatments can be guided or unguided. 
Guided treatments involve a therapist guiding the 
intervention through online modalities (e.g., emails, 
chats). Unguided treatments do not involve a 
therapist. There is emerging evidence that internet-
based treatments can help people with PGGD.  

The aim of this study was to collect scientific studies 
that examined the efficacy of internet-based 
interventions for PGGD. The authors intended to use a 
statistical analysis called a meta-analysis. A meta-
analysis allows researchers to systematically quantify 
the efficacy of an intervention based on evidence 
from multiple studies.  

What was done? 

The authors followed the recommendations of the 
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 
Meta-Analysis method (PRISMA). They created a 
search strategy to identify studies that evaluated 
internet-based interventions for PGGD. The search 
strategy included terms for PGGD and online therapy. 
They used this search strategy in the databases 
PubMed, PsycINFO, and Google Scholar. Then, the 

authors examined each article the search yielded to 
see if it met their inclusion criteria.  

To be included in the review, the article needed to 
examine the effect of a psychological therapy for 
PGGD. It had to use a standardized questionnaire to 
measure changes in PGGD from the treatment. The 
study also needed to use either 1) a control group (a 
group that did not receive the treatment); or 2) 
measure symptoms before and after treatment. The 
first compared people who had the treatment to 
those who did not, whereas the second compared 
PGGD symptoms before versus after treatment in the 

Why is this article important? 

Many people who struggle with gambling do not 
seek treatment. Of those that do seek treatment, 
many drop out if it is face-to-face. Providing 
psychological interventions online is an alternative 
way to deliver treatment. The aim of this article 
was to examine the research on the efficacy of 
internet-based treatments for gambling problems. 
The authors identified 11 studies that tested the 
efficacy of internet-based treatments for gambling 
problems. The studies used two types of design: 
(1) comparing people who received the treatment 
to those who did not (treatment-control 
comparison); and (2) comparing to see if gambling 
problems reduced after treatment in the same 
group of people (pre-post comparison). A review 
of both kinds of studies showed that scores on 
measures of problem gambling decreased 
following treatment. The authors concluded that 
internet-based treatments for gambling problems 
could be effective, at least in the short term. 
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same group. In addition, the article must be published 
between 2010 and 2021 in the English language.  

The authors identified 368 articles in their searches. 
Of these, 342 were excluded after reading the 
abstracts. The authors read the remaining 26 to see 
whether they met the inclusion criteria. This yielded 
11 articles that fully met the inclusion criteria and 
were subjected to a meta-analysis. 

What you need to know 

The authors did two meta-analyses. The first meta-
analysis evaluated the efficacy of the interventions 
that used a treatment-control comparison. These 
were studies that compared a group that received 
treatment to a group that did not receive treatment 
(control group). Six studies with 10 treatment-control 
comparisons were included in the first meta-analysis.  

All treatments in the first meta-analysis consisted of 
cognitive and behavioural strategies to reduce or stop 
gambling. Only 30% of treatments evaluated in the 
first meta-analysis were guided treatments. The 
results indicated that there was a large effect size. In 
this context, effect size is the difference between the 
treatment and control group. This means that the 
treatment group had less symptoms of PGGD 
compared to the control group. The conclusion was 
that the online psychological interventions were 
effective in reducing PGGD symptoms. 

The second meta-analysis examined studies that used 
a pre-post comparison. These studies assessed how 
effective their treatment was by assessing PGGD 
symptoms before and after the intervention in the 
same group of people. Five studies with seven pre-
post comparisons were included in the second meta-
analysis. Approximately 43% were guided 
interventions. The meta-analysis revealed a large 
effect size. This means that there were less symptoms 
related to PGGD post-treatment compared to before 
treatment. For studies with a pre-post comparison, 
earlier studies tended to show a larger effect size than 
more current studies. 

Who is it intended for? 

This article is intended for researchers and clinicians 
who treat or are interested in treating PGGD. The 
results of this study indicate that online treatment 
interventions can be an effective way to reduce 
symptoms related to PGGD, at least in the short term. 
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